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B. ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
From 13 observing runs made at Palomar, 215 new asteroids were discovered and reported 
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A. STRATEGY: 
A systematic survey for near-Earth and planet-crossing asteroids is being conducted 
with the 0.46m Schmidt at Palomar to increase the number of known asteroids and estab- 
lish improved estimates of their populations and size distribution. Access to a lim- 
ited number of PSSll plates from the 1.2m Schmidt are used also to search for unusual 
objects. Field pairs from the 0.46m are photographed and inspected with a stereo- 
microscope; new objects are detected and followed to establish definitive orbits. 
When near-Earth asteroids are discovered, other astronomers are informed so that 
physical observations can be obtained. With remote sensing results, possible generic 
relationships are suggested. Population refinements can be accomplished by increasing 
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